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Senate Denies Power
Of Discipline Group

(Markovltz Photo)

"STOP CONSTRUCTION!' That was the Tripp Ticket's reaction to
the gate now being built at the corner of Broad and Vernon Streets.
The gate, according to administrators, is being financed by alumni
contributions designated specifically for that purpose.

committee to work with the half
million dollar budget of the office
of community life.
•Investigate and hold an open
hearing on the "level of care"
available in the College infirmary.
•Endorse a profit-sharing plan
for the bookstore and appoint two
students to a committee to study
the bookstore.
•Endorse the November Moratorium and sponsor two films in
conjunction with the Moratorium,
•Urge a public apology from
Badillo
next
Marc S. Salisch, associate dean for H e r m a n
community life, for the "inaction lecturer-in-residence.
and indifference of both his office
and his employees" in the case
of a guard who refused to take
a g-irl to the hospital Wednesday
night. (See story below.)
The resolution withdrawing recognition from the Academic
Standing and Discipline Committee
this size isn't a good idea." He
cited the Student Bill of Rights
suggested that each dorm set up which calls for "trial by peers."
Herman Badillo, liberal candiits own council, which would elect
The "administrative disposition" date for the New York Democratic
a president of the House. Accord- of student discipline was "totally mayoralty nomination, will be this
ing to his plan, "meetings could be unacceptable," the motion said. year's lecturer-in-residence, W.
held in all dorms on the same night
The non-recognition will remain Miller Brown, chairman of the
and anyone interested could come in effect until an "acceptable judi- lecture committee, announced
and express himself."
cial structure and an adequate Monday.
To one coed, though, the election
complaint procedure have been inThe 39-year-old native of Puerto
didn't make any difference. "The
stituted."
Rico and Bronx Borough President
candidates didn't really want to say
The Senate will conduct an open will spend three days on the campus
anything in particular, only the
hearing on the Trinity College in February.
usual garbage," she said. "Qh, I
Council's report on the judicial
Badillo received the endorsejust don't care," she concluded.
system during the first hour of ment of The New York TIMES in
its meeting next Sunday night at his bid for the Democratic nomina9p.m.
tion but dropped out of the race
College employees were speci- before the primary declaring that
fied under college regulations, the he would not be "conducting an inmotion indicated, because ofanin- dependent candidacy."
cident last week In which a guard
The Times praised Badillo and
refused Michael Plummer's re- described him as "innovative and
quest that he take a girl to the practical."
hospital.
The
motion cited
"In our judgment there is one
employees
of buildings and candidate who stands clearly above
of the Committee on Academic
grounds, campus security and his Democratic rivals. He is HerStanding and Discipline. The chairmedical services.
man indicated that he did not have
man Badillo, Borough President
jurisdiction over a charge against
After passing the motion urging of the Bronx," the Times editorial
a non-academic employee of the Dean Salisch to make a public said on May 20, 1969.
College, according to Salisch.
apology, the Senate requested a
Badillo dropped out of the race
The Senate voted to include these
explaination of the Plummer in- on July 15 and Mario Procaccino
employees under the College regu- cident to the Senate, Salisch said won the nomination.
lations which are outlined in the that he "probably could have handlIn his campaign he said promises
Student Handbook, "until a more ed it better" but that the source to make New York a "model city"
appropriate judicial system is in- of the problem was a "serious were "stupid and cruel."
stituted."
misunderstanding". He pointed out
His platform called for neighNear the end of the meeting, his "dual responsibility" of pro- borhood involvement in municipal
several members of the TCB, in- tecting the rights of all involved affairs.
cluding a Jack C. Barthwell '72, but qualified the statement adding
One of Badillo's principal themes
asked if the Senate would be will- that at present there exists "no in the campaign was that the city's
good way" of handlingjudicialpro- anti-poverty programs had pitted
ing to take some action on behalf
(Continued on page 3) ethnic groups against one another,
of Black students in their relations blems.
with the administration if such
action proved necessary. A number
of senators, including Executive
Council Vice-president Stevena
Keeney '71, responded affirma
tively.
by Robert Shapiro
The Coalition's letter drew a
Vice-President Steven H. Keeney
Newly elected President Stuart
response from President Lockwood, who asked for a meeting be- W. Mason '71 stressed that the '71 said that there were "three diftween himself and the group's primary aim of his ticket was "to ferent levels of platform planks."
(1) Intra-college concerns — the
establish a powerful student govrepresentatives.
TCC, the relation of the students
Alfred A. Garafolo, the Director ernment" under which the indi- to the faculty and to the administraof Campus Security, would not com- vidual student has the "ability to tion, the judicial structure.
ment on the TCB letter, but held grow in the direction he wants to."
(2) The
bread and butter
Mason headed the Masonthat the guard, Pat Migiiaro, "did
issues — dorm repairs, the infirmKeeney-Schaefer
ticket
which
r
e
what he was supposed to."
ceived 464 of the 716 votes cast. ary, revised room selection.
(3) Intra-Senate concerns — ReThe Tripp and Preudenthal ticket
received 115 and 112 votes, r e - form of the Constitution, Student
Modern China
spectively. There were 25 absten- Bill of Rights, Senate Group Sensitivity retreat.
tions.
"Social Values vs. Technology
According to Keeney, the planks
In
an
interview
on
Friday
Mason
in Modern China" will, be the
"are points of focus in a process."
said
that
the
Senate
should
have
the
topic of the Non-Westerns Studies
power to establish the basic rights He is lnterested"inassertingprinColloquium on Thursday,
of students and to assure that the ciples in the process and initiating
November 6 in McCook
student body has a place of impor- the consistent functioning of the
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
tance in the College "commen- process."
The lecture wiil be delivered by
Mason said he planned to discuss
surate with its size and ability to
Mary C. Wright, a professor of
help the College." He said his plat- the sensitivity group retreat and the
history at Yale University and an
form proposals would lead the way judicial structure in the first meetexpert on modern China.
toward satisfaction of these ends.
(Continued on page 3)
The new Senate passed a series
of legislation Sunday night attacking the College's system of governance and the present handling
of disciplinary problems.
Specific actions taken were to:
*Call for faculty and administration endorsement of the Student Bill of Rights.
•Withdraw recognition of the
Committee on Academic Standing
and Discipline and declare that
all college employees should be included under the disciplinary regulations in the COLLEGE HANDBOOK.
*Place students on an ad hoc

Students Express Dissatisfaction
With Executive Council Election
"The election was a farce. I
didn't vote because the candidates
weren't
representative." This
statement typified student reaction
to the first Senate Executive Council run-off election.
Most students interviewed expressed dissatisfaction with the
platforms of the candidates involved. A freshman from South
Campus said that he was disappointed because none of the candidates represented the views of the
majority of the student body: "Each
ticket seemed to appeal to the radicals on campus. This may be the
reason why most of the students
are apathetic. Most of the proposals were vague and pertained to
issues in which the minorities on
campus would have total say over
the rest."
A resident of North Campus held
that there were no major differences in the platforms. In his
opinion, Yeager and Preston had
a relatively good grasp of the i s sues: "If they don't understand
them (issues), I don't see who can."
Another student described the platforms as "too pie in the sky."
Although most of the students
interviewed indicated that personalities were of small concern in the
election, one person who was "impressed by Keeney's seriousness"
voiced his disapproval of Yeager's
appeal to basic instincts." In
his opinion, Yeager relied too
heavily upon his personality. "He
was running as Charlie Yeager, everybody's friend," the student said.
Many had praise for the Maddux Brooke-Cuozzi ticket. One freshman found it an "enjoyable mockery
of the seriousness and meaninglessness of speeches." Another
student asserted that Maddux's
statement was the most eloquent
given. "Even the wildest things that
were done had a significance," he
said.
The invalidation of the election
and subsequent reformation of tickets came as quite an annoyance to
a number of students. One person
said that the last election was not
given enough publicity and that
there was not enough time to form
platforms.
"The entire election process was
abominable, "another commented.
"I.D. cards should have been a
requisite for voting. The failure to
use them could account for the excess of ballots." This student, an
unsuccessful candidate for representative from South Campus,
claimed that the behavior of the
election committee discredited the
Senate "because it appears that

by Glenn Gustafson
the second election was invalidated
because Yeager won." In his
opinion, the election was dominated by Keeney supporters. "A friend
of mine told me that after she had
voted for Yeager, she was told by
the ballot collector that she had
made the wrong choice. This is a
clear cut case of poll tampering,"
he added.
According to one student, the
Senate should experiment with participatory democracy since " r e presentative democracy in a school

r

Badillo Named
New LecturerIn-Residence

Senate Asks for Apology
Of Dean in Plnmmer Case
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB), "in light of the incident of
October 22, involving a College
guard and a Brother (Michael
Plummer) and Sister, "has set forth
a list of demands in an October 30
letter to President Lockwood.
The Coalition wants the removal
of the Associate Dean for Community Life from anyposition of authority over Black students, the withdrawal of the complaint against
Plummer, the establishment of
procedures to deal with student
complaints against College employees, and the dismissal of the
guard.
The TCB also suggested that the.
Associate Dean be removed from
his position entirely.
The Senate, Sunday night, asked
that Associate Dean for Community Life Marc S. Salisch "make a
public apology for the inaction and
the indifference of both his office
and his employees, including his
guards."
Salisch, responding to the Senate
action, said "it is quite likely that
I could have handled it better." "I
spoke to the young lady and she indicated she was all right," he noted.
"I assumed that the problem had
been worked out. I probably
shouldn't have," Salisch continued.
Salisch also said that no formal
complaint had been filed against
Plummer. According to Salisch
Plummer had been shown the
guard's report of the incident in
which he allegedly threatened the
campus security officer.
In a TRIPOD interview last week
Dean Robert W. Fuller stated that
a formal complaint had been filed
and later withdrawn.
Salisch also stated that he had
referred Plummer's complaint
against the guard to the chairman

Newly Elected Council Outlines
- Administrative Duties and Goals
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The Aesthetics of Politics: Malvolio,Marshmallows
The all-college meeting of
October 22 was a truly ace occasion by any standards.
It was one of those times (are
they becoming more frequent?)
when people found themselves playing roles they had once performed
with naive commitment only to discover that the roles themselves no
longer fit. Only those who came in
costume were dressed appropriately; for it was a play, and if
you hadn't realized it before you
came, you came to know as you
heard the band tuning up, as you
saw the politicians look down at
their outfits and sigh to recognize
that the personalities their feet had
carried onto the stage were not the
people who had awakened that
morning, written speeches, and
organized political tickets. For it
was a play: only by viewing it as
such can we describe it, and perhaps, also justify it. The latter
task is probably Impossible by any
other means.
But first a word about the author:
the previous Trinity College Senate. This is a unique body, a metalogician's dream; for the only
coherent propositions that it seems
to have been able to formulate are
those that concern its own structure. It served merely to fill the
void between two occurrences of
the only operationit could perform:
run elections. Our author is cold
and unerotic, concerned with documents rather than passions, with
procedures rather than personalities, with formality rather than
novelty. It is perhaps incorrect to
refer to it as the author, when
really all that it contributed was
an incredibly complex procedure
by which the event was to be cast.
Groups of three people were to get
together to perform in some manner, the only condition being that
if they performed well enough they
would be required to serve some
sort of extra-dramatic function at
least until next February. Virtually any group of three people
could do this, bringing along as
many supporting actors as they saw
fit. The only other members of the
cast were the outgoing president of
the senate and the chairman of the
election committee, symbols of the
old order and the smooth transition
to the new, respectively.
After the casting was completed
we discovered that the play was to
have four acts entitled (after their
respective stars) Yeager-Mason,
Preston-Keeney, Brooke-Maddux,
and Martinez-Heschel. It looked
like the makings of a very serious
drama. As a matter of fact it

by Raymond McKee
probably would not have taken the
form of a drama at all were it
not for the contents of Act III
(starring the Big Ticket) and the
reaction of the stars of the other
acts to it. It would have been a
far less aesthetic phenomenon
commonly called a political campaign. But when the other characters got wind of what was going
to happen when Mr. Brooke et al,
took the stage, the emphasis shifted
into the dramatic realm. There was
no other way to meet the "threat"
posed by the Dionysian onslaught
that was to come. As I have said,
personalities became displaced,
speeches were thrown away, and the
principals assumed personae that
were not themselves. Sincere deception (the mark of acting) r e placed deceptive sincerity (the
mark of politics).
To the play. Act I (we will dispense with the Prologue) adequately
set the tone for the greater portion
of the play: we're trying to be serious here, but those guys in Act
III are going to come and rape
the fair young damsel that we're
trying to save. The assumption
being worked under was that any
red-blooded college audience was
going to prefer rape to rescue,
and therefore attempts at the latter would look foolish by comparison. They accepted the irony of
the situation (perhaps because they
were not really prepared to rescue
anything) and verbalized it in the
semi-hopeless plea, "We don't care
who you vote for, just so something
gets done around here. "It's a great
old dramatic ploy: when the situation is hopeless, forgive everyone
and opt for Christianity. You lose,
but you're rewarded in heaven;
and everyone feels incredibly guilty
except you.
Act II (starring Preston and
Keeney) was hardly a dramatic
continuation of Act I. It was really
a dramatic reaction. Act I came on
direct and sincere; Act III was going
to come on strong, but perhaps not
seriously enough. No one knew what
Act IV was going to do, but they'd
have to follow the band, the climax.
The responsibility of Act II is to
provide the rising action, ergo,
come oh strong AND sincere. Anyone who has witnessed one of these
in high school knows the type—Say
you have a speech prepared and
throw it away in front of the audience. Have a clean cut guy ("The
administration has got to love me
because I'm so handsome. Just
think how my picture will look In
the yearbook?") followed quickly by
a tough guy ("And if that doesn't

work we'll cut theirthroats."). A sk
for questions from the audience,
and when someone asks you if
you've stopped beating your* wife,
tell them "Fuck you, Jack. I'm not
even married!"
But as the climax neared the
questions became fewer. The
people who would participate by
asking questions knew what was
coming, and they had a different
form of participation in mind. And
so as the curtain was drawn on
Act II (literally — much to the
chagrin of the symbol of the old
order who wanted it kept open),
the tension mounted. The climax
was nearing.
Mr. Maddux came to the microphone. Mr. Maddux was a very
angry man that night. Mr. Maddux
had something to say; he had something to be mad about. The symbol
of the old order turned out to be
Malvolio. And so we had a direct
confrontation between Dionysian
energy (Maddux) and Apollinian
form (Steuber-Malvolio). And the
moment of truth arrived. What did
the audience want? Was their
"participation"^ going to consist of
some polite questions to polite politicians,"or could they raise their Bill Wagner, as Azdak the judge, serves as focal point for the Justice
(Continued on page 3) Machine sequence in Scene III of CHALK CIRCLE.
(Boynton Photo)

Elietfs Caucasian Chalk Circle
Stresses Theme of Communism
IT,
(Boynton
(Boynto Photo)

Robin Reif, as Natella, sneers at
Azdak's grovelings in Scene IV.

by William C, Foureman
Trinity's revitalized Theatre
Arts Program will present its fall
major production, Bertolt Brecht's
CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCKLE,
under the direction of Mr. David
F. Eliet, at 8:15, November 7, 8,
9 and 10.
In a Tripod interview Eliet discussed his production of the play.
CHALK CIRCLE is a communistoriented play, and this aspect will
be stressed in the Trinity production. "I'm certainly not a communist," Eliet stressed, "but I do think
that Brecht has a point worth thinking about, that things should go to
those who can use them best, which
is a very communistic idea." This
theme is largely responsible for the
fact that the play was very rarely
produced in this country until 1966,
and even so, "It is usually performed without the prologue (set
on a collective farm) because
people like to ignore the fact that
it's a communistic play."
The play's communism is not
Russian-oriented, but rather is

The Who; Mindless Energy to. Rock Monument
by Ted Kroll
(This is the second of a two-pan
article.)
After an initial attempt at intended rock form in A QUICK
WHILE HE'S AWAY, the Who settled down to perfect their art, which
translated into rock n' roll terms
means turning out hit singles. Many
scattered singles (most to be found
on the MAGIC BUS and English
DIRECT HIT albums) and the
underrated THE WHO SELL OUT
album show the Who growing up,
maturing out of their generation.
When the Who was formed
Townshend and friends were in
their late teens but by this time
they had grown old at 21 and had
become successful professional
rock n' roll artists. Their personalities had changed and they began
to express the resulting sad bitterness in songs like SUBSTITUTE —
"The simple things you see are all
complicated/I look pretty young but
I'm just back-dated." The startling
difference between the cocksureness, of their first album and the
admission of insecurity in a song
like, "I CAN'T REACH YOU on
SELL OUT canbe seen in the music.
From their early sloppy high powered noise-music, the Who developed into creatingtight, melodic
songs without much improvisation.

Earlier the Who thought of themselves as part of the gang, all of
youth together (MY GENERATION,
THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT), but
gradually, growing older, they
began to see themselves as apart
from everyone else, more as sensitive individuals. Perhaps the ultimate realization of this isolation
is the character Tommy, the blind,
deaf, and dumb., boy who is perfectly happy in his silence and
blindness.
Tommy also represents the combination of several of the Who's
persistent themes. The most
curious of these themes, the most
unique to the Who is the troubles
and joys of becoming an adolsescent, of becoming sexually aware.
The most typical and poignant of
these songs is TATTOO. Simply
the story of two brothers who
wonder "what makes a man, a
man. Is it brain or brawn or the
month you were born, we just
didn't understand." So they go out
and get tattooed. This act becomes
something of an ancient initiation
ritual which marks the changing of
a boy into a man. Even stranger is
I'M A BOY in which a boy complains "I'm a boy, iVi a boy tho'
my ma won't admit it/ I'm a boy,
I'm a boy if I.say lam I/get it."
Here is a guy who has trouble e s -

tablishing exactly to which gender
he belongs.
Happily most of these weird sex
songs are primarily heterosexual
fantasies. For example PICTURES
OF LILY tells of a boy who has
trouble sleeping at night until his
father gives him some pornographic pictures of Lily. The boy
gets so carried away in his fantasies that he falls in love with
Lily much like a school boy crush
on some Hollywood star.
The beauty of these songs is that
they portray these early sexual
feelings without guilt. The song
MARY-ANNE WITH THE SHAKEY
HAND tells of Mary-Anne who gets
her kicks by jerking off all the
guys. The Who does not condemn
her for being a sexual freak, but
rather glorifies her as someone
who gave them a great deal of
needed pleasure. The version of
MARY-ANN on SELL OUT is a
sweet, simple song which becomes
a bit paradoxical when the listener
catches on to the meaning of the
lyrics.
This sensitive feeling toward the
realities of adolescence is also
found in TOMMY, If you balance
the actions of TOMMY against natural experience, you can place
Tommy as an early adolescent
with PINBALL WIZARD remem-

bering that kids get hung up on
pinball machines at 12 or 13. The
group of songs that follows immediately is the breaking of the mirror
and the emergence of Tommy's
seeing, hearing, and feeling for the
first time. Considering Tommy's
experience up to then, the gaining
of his sense with the addition of
sexual awareness would drive anyone to become a messiah. Townshend is acutely sensitive to this
strange, mystical power unleashed
as sexual desire. For Tommy, no
ordinary human being, this break
through marked a spiritual awakening.
rnis mystical power has always
been a part of the Who. As all rock
musicians much realize, a highly
amplified guitar is a powerful piece
of machinery. Even the slightest
touch can send off a deafening roar
louder than a large symphonic orchestra. With this tremendous
power at your fingertips, eventually it will affect your head in
some strange way. Not the continuing saga of Eric Clapton's ego.
Townshend has always been mindful of this power he possesses and
his inability to control it was a
cause of his ritualistic destruction. However as he continued to
(Continued on Page 3)

idealistic in nature. Eliet noted that
CHALK CIRCLE is not often performed in the Soviet Union because
it presents moral problems uncomfortable to the Russians."
Eliet is striving to give much of
the play an improvisational tone,
especially in sequences involving
the chorus. The first two weeks of
rehearsal were spent in improvisational exercises, to "loosen up the
cast and sharpen their responses."
Eliet has blocked the play very
loosely, not imposing any set pattern of movement on his actors,
and has also given them wide latitude in interpretation of character.
Scenes involving the non-musical
chorus will be largely free form,
and will change from performance
to performance, "as the cast's
moods and reactions to the play
vary." The improvisational spirit
of the production, Eliet feels, is
consistent with Brecht's informalplay-within-a-play motif.
In writing CHALK CIRCLE
Brecht sought to alienate his audience by his unpopular theme. Eliet
hopes in his production to reverse
this, to win their involvement and
sympathy with the play's central
premise. "We want them to agree
with Brecht's solution to a specific
situation (a dispute over the custody
of a child between her mother and
another woman better fit to care for
her, settled in favor of the second
woman), and then realize that this
implies acceptance of the Communist theory of property. We don't
want this to be just a 'nice play'
which titillates their emotions. We
want them to go home with something."
His decision to stage CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE was based
on a combination of factors. First,
it is a big cast play, involving a
large number of people, which will
serve to whet interest in the new
theatre program. Second, Eliet said
"It was the next step in my
development as a director, a
real challenge." Finally, he r e gards it as an exceptionally exciting
and profound play, "undoubtedly one
of Brecht's three greatest plays,
along with GALILEO and MOTHER
COURAGE AND HER CHILDREN.
Eliet called Brecht "the greatest
modern playwright."
Tickets for CAUCASIAN CHALK
CIRCLE are now on sale at the
Austin Arts Center, at $1.00 for
students and $2.00 for all others.
Reservations may be made at the
Center or by calling S27-8062.
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Cameramen Strike WTIC;
Seek More Pay, Insurance

Diddie- Wah-Diddie

(Continued from page 2)
fists, get off their asses, and move'.'
Did they really feel that they had
anything to fear from some music?
Malvolio lost. They would play.
It was the only mandate that came
out of the election, and it was of
students against students. Malvolio
delivered his Big Line, "O.K. We'll
let them play their little games."
Good line, badly delivered. The emphasis should have been on "their",
not on "games." He really needs
better direction.
Mr. Brooke tripped up to the
microphone and the lights went
crazy. It was really quite an
image — there he was in his red
robe against the red curtain. All
you could see was his head illuminated occasionally by a stray beam
of light. "The band's going to play,
and I'm going to sit over here in
the corner. I hope you like it. Either
you dig it, or you don't." Cheers
from the fans; marshmallows from
Couz. — "we've given you marshmallows, and we're going to give
you lots more. We've got a band for
you, with a guy dressed in leather
and everything." More marshmallows. Cheers. Some of us were on
our feet by that time.
But some weren't. Some got
REALLY constipated, sitting with
their legs crossed and their arms
folded. Mad. Annoyed, "What are
they trying to do, make a mockery
of student power?" Some people
just can't see anything that doesn't
wear a tie when it speaks. This was
the first exercise of student power
in quite a while, and it was exercised against the most morbid and
cynical form of "student power,"
the kind on which the senate is
based — If we only provide the
proper structure, everything will
be groovy. But structures are
tricky. It is difficult to imagine
one that would let power (whatever
that is) grow to its natural limits
in its own way. But we have to start
at the power end, not at the structure end of the arrangement.
And so Compton came out and
started chanting, "Give us the
power . . . power. . . power. , ."

and Koehler picked it up on the bass, conventional student government
More insurance coverage and a
and suddenly — well, it was loud. should be taken seriously. For their
Very loud. Deadwood Stump (por- 89 votes necessitated the bla- weekly pay increase of $44.00 are
trayed by Gasoline) played their tently ridiculous runoff in which all two of the demands five news campart perfectly. The performance the deception of that Wednesday eramen are seeking in negotiawas hardly genius, but the point evening was brought into sharp fo- tions between WTIC-TV and
was clear: this looks more like cus. You could appreciate their IATSE-AFL-CIO, local 644, the
power than' anything else you've role without voting for them; this union representing the photographseen tonight. It's been imported all was the message of their second ers. Since the strike began Octothe way from Niagra Falls for the campaign a week later. Power is ber 20; strike lines have appeared
occasion. And they at least knew something you have, not something: on the campus three days last
that this was really a play. They you're elected to. Either you dig week to protest the managementrun film crews.
had masks and costumes and sup- it, or you don't.
porting actors Just to erase any
George Kinsella, independent
doubt from the audience's mind.
candidate for mayor refused to
Notable among the performers was
speak last Monday until the camTing Tingley as Lazarus, smiling
eraman left. Wilber Smith, another
and
frightening Y~h
independent candidate for mayor,
ana pointing
pointing with
wttn aa mgntening
spoke here last Wednesday while
benevolence. It was a little scary r^f £> Q £>YS f Q
being filmed by the non-union cambut either you dig it or you don't. •"• ' «•-'«**-> 11/«/<3
eraman. The third time the pickets
Real power is difficult to control.
appeared was last Tuesday when
If it scares you, then perhaps real
WEDH held a conference on the
power isn't what you want after all..
use of television at the college
Perhaps all you really want is a
The University of Hartford will level of education,
recommendation for Harvard BusiWayne Wood, a cameraman at
ness School. (Veritas — indeed!) present a series of three contemporary film concerts entitled "The WTIC for two years stated that
But I wax political; enough.
I didn't stay for Act IV (star- Kinetic Art" on November 3, 10, the station was unreasonable in
ring Martinez-Adelman-Heschel). and 17 at 8:30 p.m. In the Hol- its salary rate for cameramen.
It was perhaps rude, but that's comb Commons of the Gengras Presently the photographers earn
$206 weekly and the union is r e really just too bad. It is unfortunate Campus Center.
questing $250 a week. Wood said
26
compositions
chosen
from
that anyone had to follow the Big
Ticket; after all, no one had to a thousand films by leading contem- that WTIC cameramen do all lightfollow Aicibiades in the SYMPO- porary filmakers will be presented. ing, sound, and camera which other
The films range in length from 55 stations normally use two or three
SIUM.
seconds to 55 minutes. They vary men to do.
Wood stated that the insurance
So much for the description of in topic from a comic animation coverage offered by the station was
the event, now for the justification. "Two Grilled Fish" by Kuri (Tokyo) unsatisfactory because cameramen
It should be clear by now (after to Jordan Belson's "Phenomena" were not fully covered on hazardous
the great recount farce) why this is (San Francisco).
duty assignments. "What the Hell.
impossible by any means except
Tickets for the series are $1.50 The station is owned by a goddamn
aesthetically. Too many reputable for adults and $1.00 for students, insurance company and they can't
and sincere people found them- and are available at the Gengras even cover us fully, "Wood said
selves in unsatisfactory roles, too Campus Center; or, phone 236- motioning towards the center of
much deception was necessary, 5411 for information.
t
to ever try to justify the campaign
meeting as apolitical, much less as
a moral event. All that can be learned from it can be learned from its
attempts at deception, not from its
attempts to organize or clarify concepts, It was the Big Ticket that
made it that way, or at least r e The First American Showings
vealed that by the very nature of
the event it had to be that way. They
Of 26 Short Films from 9 Countries
performed a valuable service, even
j:
:••:
to those who really believe that
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a distinguished series of three programs presenting the newest acWevements in creative cinema by the world's most talented film makers.

(Continued from page 1)

ing of the Senate, Sunday, Nov. 2.
Keeney felt that the Senate should
"get some better understanding of
and some response to Black
demands of the Michael Plummer
Case." This case, along with the
upcoming trial of Kevin Anderson
on Wednesday, "is symptomatic of
judicial problems," he believed.
Keeney also expects discussion
about the decision on new elections, formal recognition of the
Cinestudio, the first of the free
Senate activities (two Jean Luc
Godard films), arrangements for
spread of information about the
situation of the students, and a move
for immediate College-wide recognition of the Student Bill of Rights.
The three executive council winners differed in their views of
Marc S. Salisch, Associate Dean
for Community Life. "I like his
enthusiasm but I am not prepared
to make any comments at this
time," Mason said. Keeney feels
that Salisch "is a bureaucrat, and
has placed primary emphasis in his
work on institutional rather than
individual needs." Richard H.
Schaefer '71, the new treasurer,
stated that "Ipersonally have confidence in him. He is becoming
aware of the problems and criticism by the students comes from a
lack of knowledge about what he is
doing."
Regarding the Tripp-SearleKubicek ticket, Keeney felt that
it was a serious entry. He also
viewed "the support it received
as probable support for our platform and our programs."
Schaefer disagreed, saying that
the ticket was not a serious opponent because it saw "the complex
issues as bread and butter issues.
Its failure came in the belief that

it could institute changes so quickly
and so simply."
Mason, Keeney, and Schaefer will
appoint Mary Asbury as secretary.
They feel strongly that she is wellqualified for the post. Schaefer
stated that she had "demonstrated
her concern and interest in student
government." The three will propose that in the next election the
secretary be elected instead of
appointed.
Mason and Keeney felt that the
run-off election fiasco would not
have a bad effect on student support. Schaefer thought that "the
executive council has suffered oy
the failure of that election." He
held that faith can be restored
when the students see the tangible
evidence of executive leadership.
Schaefer sees his role in the
executive council as consisting of
four parts.
(1) The initiation of a budget
committee "to oversee how funds
are being used by all organizations drawing money from the Senate."
(2) The establishment of a committee to raise money for the
Senate Scholarship Fund.
(3) The creation of a committee on community life to work with
Dean Salisch.
(4) A cooperative effort in working with the fraternities and the
Mather Hall Board of Governors
"in creating and improving social
and cultural events on campus."
Neither Mason nor Keeney have
plans "at the moment" to run for'
re-election in February. Schaefer,
however has said that he will run
again "if I am satisfied with my
performance as a member of the
executive council."

"Anyone Interested In the possibilities ot movies should not
miss the show. The Kinetic Art
represents ...the most Interesting
things being done...things that
cannot be duplicated In any
other art lorm."
Vlnctnt Canbr,
THE NEW YORK TIMES

Gengras Center
University of
Hartford

Mondays November 10 and% 17 at 8:30 p.m.
$1.50 adults $1.00 students

THE THEATRE ARTS PROGRAM
Presents

THE CAUCASIAN CHALK CIRCLE
by Bert old Brecht
Directed by David Eliet

The Who
(Continued from Page 2)
improve as a creative musician
this power was changed into a mystical vision of himself.
His most satisfying statement
of this visionary power is found
in I CAN SEE FOR MILES. What
starts out as a put down of a girl
for being unfaithful turns into a
superhuman explanation of self,
"I can see for miles and miles
and miles and miles . . . " keeps
droning along as Townshend keeps
looking beyond his own ego out into
the universe. This feeling is maintained by the music which is based
on a single chord, the bass line
drones on a single tone as well
as the break which is a rapid r e peating of the same note. The song
ends only because it is the end of
the record.
This has been an evaluation of
the Who as a recording rock group.
The live Who is a completely different story. Instead of the short,
simple breaks on all the album cuts,
the musician in Townshend rises
with an audience so that he takes
long, inventive solos often involving imaginative uses of feedback.
The highs the group reaches cannot be described if you have not
experienced them personally. The
question remains for the fanatic
Who fan, How are they going to
top TOMMY? Just give them a
little time, they've never disappointed you before, have they?

Senate
(Continued from page 1 >
Steven H, Keeney '71, Vicepresident of the Executive Council,
said that the apology asked of Salisch was to be "on a human level..not an institutional or procedural level."
Keeney later asked Salisch how
large the Community Life's budget
was. Hesitating, he estimated a
"broad" figure of .5 million dollars. Keeney said that the motion
passed would give students a set
say in the allocation of this budget.
The Senate considered withholding student members from and all
support of the TCC because of
its advisory nature. After extensive debate it decided to appoint
four temporary members to
the next three meetings of the
Council to urge formulation of a
viable system of governance. The
Senater hopes to have its own
recommendations by the third TCC
meeting.

SHOW YOUR DATE
the FALL SCENERY
FROM THE AIR

Licensed FAA Pilot
Absolutely the lowest

Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday,
November 7, 8, 9, & 10
Curtain at 8:15 p.m.
Reservations 527-8062
General Admission $2.00
Trinity Students $1.00

Hartford as he marched with a
picket in front of Broadcast Plaza
The four candidates for mayor
of Hartford have stated that they
will not cross the picket lines to
participate in a television debate
on November 2, according to a
Hartford Courant story this week.
Mr. Dick Ahlis, WTIC public r e lations manager, refused comment
on the strike saying that the station
was not going to debate any of the
issues in the local media.

rates in New England
Call Sport
Enterprises,

Goodwin Theatre
Austin Arts Center

249-7771 Anytime

The Plummer Incident
Michael Plummer's account of his run-in with a College guard has
brought two very ugly features of Trinity College to light. One, the
absence of a fair and workable judiciary. And two, this community's
lack of concern, both as an institution and as a group of individuals, for
the well-being of its members.
The absence of a judiciary has plagued the College since the sit-in
nearly two years ago. The Trinity College Council's latest and most
sensible plan is now being considered by the Senate. It is deficient in
significant respects.
Under the plan, too much power resides in the Chairman of the
Board of Original Disposition (CBOD). When a plaintiff files his original
complaint, the Chairman can decide not to accept the case. In such
instances, the plaintiff deserves the right of appeal to the complete
Board.
Equally distressing is the TCC's recommendation that the Associate
Dean of Community Life automatically become Chairman. Such an
important position ought to be an elected one, open to students,
faculty, and administrators alike.
The TCC is wrong as well in its efforts to relate cases to the
constituencies involved. A judiciary is not a governance system. It
should operate in terms of persons, rather than in terms of
constituencies. The community needs to look at the structure of the
adjudicative panel, and the criteria the CBOD will use in making its
"original dispositions."
The TCC's conception of judicial review is ambiguous. How can the
judiciary review laws, when there exists no constitution or bill of rights
to base the review upon? Clearly, acceptance of a bill of rights for all
members of the College is necessary before the new judiciary can
embark upon "review".
The College's lack of concern for its members can be seen in the poor
quality of the service facilities, and in the individual behaviors of its
personnel. Medical services are inadequate, housing is substandard, and
the Buildings and Grounds department is too small and too slow.
The Plummer incident is only the latest in a string of events that puts
the quality of the school's personnel in doubt. Almost any early
morning, College guards can be found asleep on the couches in Wean
Lounge. They can be seen throwing students out of Mather Hall at 1:00
a.m., so they can watch television, sip sodas, and snooze. And they can
be found after hours in the Cave, eating cake.
The TRIPOD cannot agree with all the demands presented to
President Lockwood by the Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB). The
first, calling for "the immediate dismissal of the guard in question," is
certainly as vicious a denial of due process as the administration's
treatment of Mr. Plummer.
But TCB is correct in realizing the need for "realistic, working
procedures to deal with student complaints against all employees of the
College." The new judiciary, as the Trinity College Council conceives it,
would apply to all members of the community, including employees.
The complaint against Mr. Plummer should be dismissed, but only
until the new judiciary is formed. At that time, Mr, Plummer's
complaint against the guard should be heard, and should be heard first
because it was made first. It is ironic that the mills of Trinity's justice
not only grind slowly, but grind in the wrong direction when they
finally begin.
.The' TGB's final demand, "that the Associate Dean of Community
Life be removed from any position of authority over black students,"
coincides with the new Senate Executive Council's conception of
student-administration relations: that "the administration shoutd
SERVE to facilitate designs meeting the needs of the community." The
administration should have "authority" over no students. The
administration is a servant and not a government. In this respect, Dean
Salisch's willingness to give student power in Community Life decisions
is a welcome change.

The Senate
Sunday's three-and-one-half hour meeting was the finest the Senate
has held in recent years. The meeting was run firmly and fairly, the
proposals were thoughtful, and debate, for once, was intelligent.
During that single meeting, the Executive Council initiated legislation
on a full third of its platform. All the actions were legislative
fulfillments o f the Student Bill of Rights; the stands taken on the
Academic Standing and Discipline Committee, medical services, and the
Community Life department were especially significant.
Students would be foolish to allow their first really active Senate to
die. But only interest and concern can keep it alive. Next Sunday, the
Senate has scheduled a one-hour open hearing on the judicial system at
9:00 p.m. Students should be there.
The Trinity Tripod is published twice each week except during
vacations by the students of Trinity College. Printing facilities are
at the West Hartford News, Isham Road, West Hartford,
Connecticut,
Student subscriptions are included in activities fee; others
$8,50 per year. Second class postage paid at Hartford,
Connecticut under the act of March 3, 1879.
Offices are located in the basement of Mather Hall at Trinity
::College,: The Tripod telephones are 246-1829 and527-3953, ext.
2 5 2 :
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LETTERS to theeditor

on a public chapel bulletin board. thing is going well for you there at
In addition, the challenge to a joint Da Nang.
We were the sad witnesses of
sermon constitutes notice of intention to publicly air the matter; the Hartford Viet Nam "Moratorand so I feel no compunction at ium" march here in Hartford yesTo the Editor:
It seems only appropriate that prematurely publicizing the af- terday — a terrible, terrible thing
to see. But we know, and you know,
the Senate Election Committee now fair.
I have been publicly informed that the real Americans, the good
give an explanation of its actions
over this past week in -which were by Mr. Warren Tanghe of the people of your Country backed by
conducted numerous elections. As Chapel Committee that if Mr. Mar- God, are behind you in your fight
the chairman of the committee, I chisotto declines the invitation, the against the heathen who are trying
solely bear the burden of its mis- chaplain intends pressing charges to conquer the world there in Viet
of "verbal abuse" before the Nam.
takes.
I wept when I saw Governor MadAlthough overly critical, the T.C.G. No comment is necessary
TRIPOD editorial of Oct. 28 made on the childishness of this be- dox singing "God Bless America"
on his capitol steps, showing us
several valid points which deserve haviour.
There is not space here to r e - that our Country will never be
recognition by the committee. In
its statement concerning the in- print the germain portion of Mr. conquered by the communistvalidity of the election, the first Marchisotto's article, but be backed hippies and professors. I
reason (that the results had been it understood that I endorse with- visited Trinity College (remember
published) was not well-groundld out reservation both that segment Trinity College?) recently, and I
in the case of an Executive Com- of the article, and Mr. Marchi- think that it Is at places like that
mittee election as the TRIPOD so sotto's right to maintain the free- that the communists base their subadequately pointed out. As to its dom of the press against attempted versive activites against God and
second reason, all that need be repression. The chaplain should Country. Do you know that some of
said was that there was discre- apologize for his reprehensible the professors there actually have
pancy between the number of bal- lack of manners. If Mr. Marchi- BEARDS, and that they allow their
lots received and the number of sotto is to be tried for "verbal students to have girls in their
students checked off the student abuse," then I claim the same rooms? We know that having girls
register. There was no need to honour and privilege.
in boys' rooms at night might allow
mention that this difference was
Bruce Wallace, '70 a chance for sex to take place, and
greater than the difference between
we know that sex in unmarried life
the number of votes received by
is evil - - sex is sacred, and must
each ticket. At no time did the
be saved for when you are marTo
the
Editor:
election committee declare any
Late the other^night residents of ried. You know, we read recently
ticket a winner.
Jackson Hall tended to a tabby cat in the newspaper that some of our
I can provide no excuse for these with an ugly eye infection. Not boys there in Viet Nam actually
mistakes, the ^reason being that I knowing much about veterinary smoke marijuana. But we know that
was not^s familiar with the Senate medicine, we attempted to reach a you won't ever do it, for if you
Constitution as necessary which in veterinarian—without success.The smoke.it. you will turn quickly into
itself is inescusable.
Humane Society told us to "call a a communist hippie, your hair will
The Senate has now set a pre- veterinarian," while the veterinar- grow long, and you will wear beads
cedent in its election procedure that ians told us to "bring the animal like a girl. I think that this is what
will be difficult to maintain, for in in for a physical during office has happened to some of the prothe past to my knowledge the num- hours." So, we were left to our own fessors at Trinity, and they might
ber of students checked off the devices and to the suggestions of be taking other vile, poisonous
student register was never count- various biology majors. When we drugs now, chemicals that God
ed. A new means of handling the offered the cat some food, she at- never intended for us. And we know
elections must be devised in order tacked it ravenously; obviously she that these hippies are some of the
to avoid the confusion of the past was being neglected.
real degenerates of human life, for
•week.
It is thoroughly revolting that they never wash, and cleanliness is
It is disappointing that at no college students, who clamor next to Godliness. Also, no one at
time did more than 60% of the stu- loudly for self-governance should these colleges ever seems to say
dent body vote. It also seems that have the lack of maturity and sense the Pledge of Allegiance in class,
most of the complaints concerning of responsibility to care for an and the Trinity flag was at halfthe alternatives offered by the tick- animal that belongs to him. "Own- mast yesterday, they say for the
ets came from students who did not ership" of a living being entails "dead in Viet Nam." You would
bother to vote. I have little sym- considerable time and care. It is think that the war is evil -- some of
pathy, for if they want alternatives, suggested that any person desiring these people actually say it is!
it is THEIR duty to provide them — to house an animal consider this
But, Son, your Country and your
not the duty of the Senate or some step beforehand, and realize the Mother and Father are on your side.
other nebulous student group of responsibility he is accepting.
We are privileged to be citizens of
which they so often speak.
Susannah Heschel' 73 the most powerful, God-fearing naIn conclusion, I do not think that
Jacqueline Volk '73 tion In the world, and regardless
the student government at TrinHelen McMahon '73 of what the black militants and pinko
ity is "stinking-," but none the less
professors say, we are the happiest
it may need to be washed up a little.
of countries. Most of our Negroes
Charles Fenwick'70
are happy people, living as they
To the Editor:
I recently found on returning to want to. But the black militants,
my dorm sheets with "emergency armed by Moscow, want to take over
procedures" written on them. the Country and make it into a hedTo the Editor:
These mysterious sheets fail to onistic playhouse for unwashed hipAs some of us are no doubt mention the infamous campus pies and exhibitionists like those
aware, there is at this moment security guards. I wonder if any- who marched yesterday. We are so
a Great Controversy bestirring body really knows what they are for. glad to know that we are the parents
itself in the chapel. Mr. Alan
Peter Crawford '72 of a boy who is gaining experience
fighting the communists in Asia so
Marchisotto, in writing an article
that he may come home and fight
on the Buckley-Duffy Debate, made
here, making America safe from
some comments, of a somewhat Dear Son,
sarcastic and speculative nature,
I just wanted to let you know that the communists and hippies and
about a (possibly) predictable r e - your Motherandlare hoping every- black militants who want to take
action of our erstwhile chaplain.
I have seen a number of other
people do precisely the same thing
to other targets, much of the time
with less justification, but never
before have I heard such a roar
of outrage emanate from the chapel.
Could it be that it depends on whose
ox is being gored? Perish the (Ed. Note: This is a letter the
sary to remove this issue from the
thought I
Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB) limiting and distorting actions of
In any event, the writer has had sent to President Lockwood last this bureaucratic bog; consethe dubious privilege of seeing a
carbon copy, publicly exhibited, of Thursday. Lockwood "s reply was quently, we demand that the followa letter from the chaplain to Mr. to suggest a meeting between the ing steps of rectification be taken:
(1) The immediate dismissal of
Marchisotto. The tone of the let- TCB and himself.)
the guard in question.
ter Is more suited, although the
•Dr. ijockwood:
(2) The establishment of realgrammar is not, to a truck driver
The Brothers and Sisters of the istic, working procedures to deal
than to a college chaplain, or even
Trinity Coalition of Blacks in light with student complaints against all
an Episcopal priest. The burden
of the Incident of October 22 inof the letter is that Mr. Marchi- volving a College Guard and a employees of the College.
(3) The dismissal of the comsotto is invited, this coming SunBrother and Sister of the black
day, to participate in a dialogue
community, have found, by the Col- plaint filed against Brother Plumsermon with the chaplain, to defend
lege's attitude in dealing with the mer.
Furthermore,. we demand that the
Ms views. I say invited to bechar- situation, that, the College is both
jitable; it was more in the nature unprepared to procedurally deal Associate Dean of Community Life
jof a command.
with the complaint of our brother be removed from any position of
f At this point, the idea has ocMike Plummer, and characteristi- authority over black students, and
'curred to me that I might be asked
cally unwilling to deal with the en- we strongly recommend that he be
why I do not write to the college
tire black community on a human removed from his position entirely.
Should not the above actions be
official herein concerned private- level.
taken by Wednesday, November
ly, and not give this matter a pubThe Brothers and Sisters have
lic airing. Unfortunately, the issue exhausted all of the procedural S, at 5:00 p.m., the Trinity Coalihas already been made public by labyrinths of formal "communica- tion of Blacks will express its disthe posting of the chaplain's reply tion." Therefore, we feel it neces- approval.
All power to the people.

'mistakes'

'revolting'

'emergency'

'mr. marchisotto'

'dear son'

Blacks' Letter
To The President
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over America.
' And we are happy to know that
you, too, are fighting to make Southeast Asia safe for Americans and
the love of God. You told us last
time you wrote about your unit's
burning the wrong village by accident, and how upset you were. Well,
don't feel badly, Son! That village
you burned, and every other, may
harbor a communist gook, and the
communists must be destroyed at
all cost, for it is they who send the
marijuana to America so that our
youth may forget about God and fall
into the clutches of Moscow. The
communists preach free love and
1
sex before marriage, and many of
them are actually professors in our
colleges. Please hurry home, and
save us from this plague.
We sent you some cookies, Athlete's Foot Powder, andfiftyAmerican Flag decals to put on your
Armored Vehicle division ordinance. Also your latest issue of
American Gunman. Write again
soon.
Love,
Mother and Father
P.S. Dr. Dove, our Church Pastor,
preached in a "folk service"
yesterday against war in Viet
Nam. We will vote him out during the next parish meeting.
John C. McLoughlin'71

'lockwood's refusal'
To the Editor:
. It is now less than two weeks
before the Moratorium and I'm still
unsatisfied with President Lockwood's refusal to close this college. And yet I'm not convinced
that the arguments in the Tripod
for closing the college have been
the most cogent ones. To begin
with, I sympathize withPres. Lockwood's striving to maintain the
political neutrality of this institution, his striving for consistency
so that when a bare majority takes
a stance on another issue he will
not be forced to respond with an
institutional stance. For an institution to take a political stance is a
risky policy requiring only the most
unusual circumstances, the coinciding of many requirements.
First, the magnitude of the crime
and the sense of moral indignation
aroused must be enormous. Clearly
the Vietnam War represents such
a crime. Secondly, the President
of the College must share this
great sense of indignation. If I
read the letter signed by 79 college presidents at all correctly,
this is the case. Thirdly, it must
be made clear not only that an
overwhelming majority of the faculty and student body takes a stance

VH (OOT

against the war, but they feel the
enormity of the crime. Clearly,
this too is the case at Trinity
College. But if these requirements
are all met, then the college has
the right and responsibility to stand
up and say no. Only one other time
in my lifetime has the situation been
such as to require an institutional
stance and this was during the McCarthy era in 1953-'54 when Harvard, for one, felt the need to
respond.
Why is there a need for the college to take a stance? Because as
a respected academic institution,
it is able to muster up a sense
of moral outrage far surpassing
anything individuals, even 1300 individuals, can do. How much more
effective would it have been for 79
COLLEGES to have stood up and
said no.
Finally, would this be coercing
other individuals who have paid
their tuition and desire to go to
classes five days every week? Yes,
but only to an almost negligible degree weighed against the good it
would serve. And certainly no more
so than the times when the college
has closed its doors for a day of
national mourning.
The political neutrality of an
academic institution must, in general, be kept. Only when the sense
of outrage has reached a peak in
intensity must the college forsake
its neutrality. This is such a case.
The college must respond.
Andrew Lipps '71

'communist'
To the Editor:
Fellow students, it has recently
come to my attention that the
Trinity College Jesters plan to execute a play whose sole purpose
seems to be the proliferation of
blatant Communist propaganda and
sexual lust. THE CAUCASIAN
CHALK CIRCLE promises to be
just another pseudo-symbolic, not
to mention vulgar, "shock-theaudience" drama. Its plot and monotonous intrigue (certainly not
worth elaborating on) demonstrate
a total lack of artistic, dramatic
or even intellectual ingenuous originality. Its emotional appeal relies
on distorting human sentiment to
further the author's political
convictions. Its cast consists of
Nazi sadists, loose women and obstreperous tiraders — all oozing
around an irritatingly uninteresting stage-set. Surely the Jesters
can give the public their money's
worth. Must our newly acquired
young ladies be subjected to such
tasteless verbal excrement? Do the
school a favor; save your integrity;
don't patronize the Jesters this
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time around. There is enough corruption on campus as it is.
A Concerned Student

'traditions'
To the Editor:
The administration of the college
finally held matriculation on the
twentieth of October, during the
seventh week of the first semester. It is obvious that the President, the dean of the factuly, and
perhaps others in administrative
positions plan to toss aside another
of the traditions of the college.
Matriculation, it seems, is destined to follow the path of freshman beanies, the American ball
game, senior class day, senior
class dinner, and the Medusa tapping. Even the elms are dying. It
is rumored that Honors Day barely
escaped the same fate last year.
One shudders to think what will
happen to Commencement.
Drs. Lockwood and Fuller et al.
have eliminated these ceremonies
without the approval of the student
body and, as far as I can determine, of the faculty. They fell to
realize that these are functions
which concern the student body and
the faculty. The administration's
role in most of these ceremonies
is incidental. They also fail to
realize that Trinity, one of the
oldest colleges in the country, has
always been a school which has
valued its traditions. They have
added color to academic life and
have helped promote a feeling of
community among those associated
with the school. Apparently the
president feels his annual allcollege convocation at the beginning of the first semester is an
adequate replacement for these.
If so, I would strongly advise him
to take another look.
I would also advise the president
and the rest of his administration
that because something has not been
instituted in the past year and a half
does not mean it is useless and
should be tossed aside. Trinity
has the eighth oldest chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa in the nation. I
hope the president does not plan
to end Trinity's association with
it. Honors Day recognizes outstanding academic achievement by
members of the student body. The
college, I would remind the administration, is an academic institution; what ceremony could be
more appropriate than that of Honors Day? Senior class dinner
served to honor the graduating
class. It was a personal tribute
by the President. The American
ball game was the onlytimeaclass
operated together until the ceremonies surrounding its graduation

from the school. Matriculation has
always served to officially welcome the freshman class into the
student body. The ceremony and the
personal welcome from the president during the first week of
classes demonstrated to the
freshman that at Trinity he would
be treated as an individual, not a
number, and that he was expected
to respect the college, its traditions, and all that they stood for.
I assume that having attended Trinity himself, Dr. Lockwood matriculated. Has he forgotten the
meaning that ceremony can have
for a student just entering the college? The other traditions of the
college also .justify themselves, a
fact which would become apparent
to the administration if they would
take the time to examine them.
The administration has acted on
these matters independently of the
faculty and student body. I would
remind the president and his administrators that their function is
only justified by the existence of
the student body and faculty, and
not vice versa. It should be the
role of the administration to provide a more smoothly functioning
atmosphere in which the students
and faculty can operate. The actions of the administration in this
and other areas has had precisely
the opposite effect.
D. David Dershaw '70

'what do I accomplish'
To the Editor:
I recently made a phone call to
WRTC to voice my opinion concerning Homecoming — whether it
should be held or not. I simply
said, No! My reason was simply
that being at Washington is far
more important than celebrating a
victory or defeat in a football game
against Wesleyan. Besides this, I
threw in a bit of the rhetoric —
protesting Vietnam is not just protesting, but protesting this country's racial and imperialistic policies which have all boiled over in
Vietnam. So far so good. However,
a member on the panel of questioners asked me how I could ever
go to parties and enjoy myself,
since according to my views I
should be constantly protesting and
raising hell about the bullshit that
I participate in every day. Well, on
this count, I faltered, even felt a
bit like a raving ass (flaming?). In
between breaths of air; and takes
on pipes I attempted to give some
kind of answer. I said that I should
never go to parties, etc., and enjoy
myself, but I do. Not much of an
answer.
Later on in the evening I arrived
at the real answer, which I'll try

to communicate. I'm a student, I
sit around on my ass all day in
classes, in the cave, at the house.
I take tests, write papers, and bullshit like everyone else. I tinker
with my phallic symbol of a car,
listen to the jinoo on my stereo
half the day, and even act like a
chauvienist half the time. Yes, in
general I pass the days away as a
hypocrite, believing one thing and
yet participating in what I don't
believe in, so that in maybe as little
as two years I can be in the position to turn people on to what I
ignore half the day. And I ignore
it half the day, avoid it when in
bed with girls on week-ends (if
I'm lucky enough) because I'd drive
myself crazy if I didn't. I can
think of the twenty odd people who
have just starved to death while
I've been writing this, and I can
think of the ten thousand a day. I
can remember pictures of napalmed children, pictures of bodies
without heads, pictures of limbs
sitting around where they happen
to fall, and I can use my imagination to try to see the whole shit
load at one time. And what do I
accomplish? I can run down the
hall and stick my head underwater
in the can and puke my guts out.
And I can keep puking till I go
crazy. I can imagine what it's like
to starve to death, but what good
does that do. If I fast, how can I
walk down the streets of Washington in November and yell obscenities at the pigs, at myself, at everyone, who cops out of a total awareness of the agony out there and
within themselves. Tomorrowlcaa
stand in front of Williams Memorial
and call down the administration
and the trustees and Trinity's
SYSTEM of education which prostitutes itself to the cause of haves'
and have not's and keeping it that
way. But what do I accomplish.
There is nobody standing with me
to change the mess, only the cries
of the dead and dying who we hear
but don't see.
But when and where I can do
things, that is wipe clean this country's anal sphincter, I will. And
that means when and where I can
have the power to do so. And at
this moment there are two places
I do have power; at this school,
but only if the students pan get
together; and at Washington, for
with or without Trinity students,
there will be enough people to
hopefully coerce this country to
withdraw its penis from Vietnam,
and to start doing its own housekeeping, besides helping other
countries, but in a true sincere
way with no strings attached, not
(Continued on Page 6)
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LETTERS to the editor

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
Films: 8:00 p.m., "The Devil is A
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir RehearWoman"
sal, Garmany Hall
Midnite" "Black Friday" - Cine. 5:15-6:15 p.m., Christian Fellowstudio, Krieble A.
ship, Senate Rm.
8:15 p.m. THEATRE ARTS (as
7:00 p.m., Instrumental Rehearsal,
Friday)
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 9
Garmany Hall
7:00 p.m., Hockey Association 10:30 a.m., The Eucharist, Chapel
Meeting, Senate Rm.
1:15 p.m., Newman Apostolate
7:30 p.m., Career Conference, CaMass, Alumni Lounge
reers in Medicine and Den- 2:00 p.m., T. C. Youth Orchestra,
tistry, Dr. Philip Levine, Uconn
Garmany Hall
Health Cnter, Wean Lounge 4:30 p.m., OpeningReceptionPRE10:30 p.m., Compline, Chapel
VIEW 1970 - The New Painters,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Widener Gallery, A.A.C.
Noon, The Eucharist, Chapel
5:00 p.m., Vespers, Crypt Chapel
Noon, Football Highlights, Senate
8:15 p.m., THEATRE ARTS (as
Friday)
Rm.
4:00 p.m., T.C.C., Wean Lounge 8:00 p.m., Film: "Stagecoach"
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir RehearCinestudio, Krieble A.
sal, Garmany Hall
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10
4:00 p.m., Yoga Club, Old Cave 4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehear4:00 p.m., Spanish Club, Alumni
sal, Garmany Hall
Lounge
4:15 p.m., Community Seminar
4:15 p.m., Community Seminar
Series, "Do We Have An ObligaSeries "Is Participation in A
tion to Serve Our Country" Prof.
Democracy Fatal to Politics of
Charles Newman - Rm. 320,
the Left: A Case Study in Belgian
A.A.C.
Socialism" - President Theodore 8:30 p.m., "The Kinetic Art", South
Lockwood, Rm. 320, A.A.C.
Cafeteria, Gengras Campus Cen8:15 p.m., Annual Moore Greek
ter, University of Hartford
Lecture "Sour Notes from Antiquity: The Recovery of Ancient
Greek Music", McCook Aud.
10:00 p.m., Film: "Murder, She
Said", Cinestudio, Krieble Aud.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6
4;00 p.m., AAUP, Faculty Club
4:00 p.m., Concert Choir Rehearsal, Garmany Hall
5:15 p.m., Christian Fellowship,
Senate Room
7:30 p.m., Career Conference
Careers in Business - Andrew
H. Forrester '6f, Assistant
Treasurer, Bankers Trust Co.,
Theta Xi, Vernon St.
7:30 p.m., Instrumental Rehearsal,
Garmany Hall
8:00 p.m., Non-Western Studies,
"Social Values vs. Technology
in Modern China" by Prof. Mary
Wright, Yale U., McCook Aud.
10:30 p.m., The Eucharist, Chapel
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7
10:00 a.m. - Noon, Prof. Mary
Wright meeting with students,
Wean Lounge
7:15 p.m., Hillel Sabbath Service,
Senate Rm.
8:15 p.m., THEATRE ARTS PRODUCTION "Caucasian Chalk Circle" by Bertold Brecht, Directed
by David Ellet, - Goodwin Theatre, A.A.C.
Midnite, Film: "Black Friday"
Cinestudio, Krieble A.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Graduate Record Exams, Washington Rm.
10:30 a.m., F. Football-Amherst
- Home
10:30 a.m., F. Soccer-Amherst
- Home
11:00 a,m., V. Soccer-Amherst
- Away
11:30 a.m., V. Cross Country Amherst and WPI - Away
1:30 p,m., V. Football-Amherst Away

(Continued from Page 5)
in the typical reactionary imperialistic manner. And in between now
and November 13th I'll do all my
everyday tasks, (unless something
comes up) and try to keep my sanity.
Howard Dickler '71

'j. edgar hooverTo the Editor:
Something's happening around
Trinity and we don't know what it
is. Not yet. One thing is clear.
People will traffic in death by
selling narcotics so long as there is
a market. We are extremely suspicious of Dean Marc Salisch's
efforts to deal with the problenv in
his own cursade against student
pushers. These are the small,
fries and bigger types will simply
move in if they are eliminated.
Investigating possible connections,
between Salisch and La Cosa
Nostra.
"J. Edgar Hoover"
(Name withheld by
request.)

'beefaroni'
To the Editor:
Hey man. I feel kind of like the
Beefaroni kid on T.V. (I think it's
Beefaroni). This place is really
committed to apathy, as far as the
eye can see, and that's ok, because
there ain't anything anybody can
really do. The Senate can distribute money and that's good, it's
groovy to have money to play with.
Everybody can complain about food
and dorms and apathy and how
messed up the whole scene really
is, and how it's not a college, as a
unit at all, just a group of groups
with varied interests. And this year
somebody started yelling 'get together', 'put it on'. You either dig
being or don't. I guess most don't.
It's fine to talk about it and when
some really fine kids come out and
talk and heat up the room with col-

lege politics, it seems closer. But
that isn't what we want, really man,
if this place ever lost apathy, there
wouldn't be any problems to talk
about and getting together would
make up for crummy conditions —
we'd have all friends. Wow. The
Beefaroni kid said, in that commercial, by the way, "Talk, Talk,
Talk; when do we eat?" The hunger
gnaws at my stomach wall. Hey
manl
Chas. R. King '72

Yoga Club
T h e I n t e g r a l Yoga
Students' Club will hold its
weekly class at 4 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 5, in
the Old Cave.

Hillel Club
The Hillel Club will
sponsor two courses this
s e m e s t e r , Talmud and
Modern Hebrew. Both
courses will be taught by
Rabbi William Cohen. They
will be h e l d Tuesday
evenings, Talmud class from
7:15-8:15, Modern Hebrew
from 8:30-9:30. Anyone
interested in taking either
course should attend the first
class this evening in Life
Sciences 134 or contact Jay
Schinfeld.

Don't get hung up on this hang-up.

POSTERS A HOAX
"Vote for Battlin' Bob Battis"
posters which appeared on campus
last week were a hoax.
Dr. Robert A. Battis, professor
of economies, said in an interview
Friday that he was running for town
council in Wethersfleld but that the
red, white and blue signs were not
his.
They were a "prank," financed
and posted by a group of unidentified faculty members, Battis said.
UConn. co-ed desires ride
as far west as possible,
destination being Denver,
Colorado during Christmas
vacation. Willing to share
driving and expenses. Call
429-4352 COLLECT Mitt
Litwinas
LOST
LAST WEEK:

him.

- and - while altered torn
yrs. old) with amber eyes
call 278-1887 if you find

Who needs it? We mean the fear of making a
wrong career decision. The concern of becoming
another anonymous entity in a faceless environment. Forget it. It won't happen with us. If
you want to be you, Sikorsky Aircraft is where
you should be.
You see, we welcome fresh, inquiring minds with
the desire to probe and, above all, participate.
At Sikorsky, you won't see your ideas swept into
a corner.. .or swap your identity for a paycheck.
So, if you're a highly motivated young engineer
with a strong sense of identity, consider these
facts. You'll be your own man . . . helping us to
spark further advances in VTOL aircraft technology. You'll contribute to writing the book on
Heavy-Lift Skycranes—Tilt Rotor Transports—
High-Speed ABC Commercial Transports—and
the exciting shapes of tomorrow.

sis • operations research • reliability/maintainability engineering • airborne electronics •
computer technology • manufacturing enginneering • information systems • marketing •
accounting . , . and more.
And your career advancement can be materially
assisted through our corporation-financed Graduate Study Program—available at many outstanding schools within our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for campus
interview dates—or—for further information, write
to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional and Technical Employment.

Sikorsky

And as an innovator, you'll find ample creative
opportunities in: aerodynamics • human factors
engineering • automatic controls • structures
engineering • weight prediction • systems analySTRATFORD, CONNECTICUT
An Equal ^Opportunity Employer
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Frosh Booters
Philadelphia Slim's Pickins
Fall ToUMass
Surprising as it seems, with the The Spartans beat the Wolverines, must lose. K>U has the home field Elgin watches. Time waits for no
And Wesleyan
change in equipment last week, both but have been upset twice and are advantage, the game is being play- man. Texas 52-25.

the syndicate and I had our best only 1-3 in the Midwestern circuit.
week ever, going 9 for 10. The yeggs The boilermakers' cup runneth
are batting 61 for 80, while I am at over. Purdue 24-14.
59 for 80. I was shocked at the r e - The Wolverines a r e also 3-1 in
sult of the LSU game, as this year's conference play. They have also
Cinderalla team went down to their defeated the men from Lafayette,
first loss.
so you can see how complicated the
With six weeks gone for most whole thing is. Playing the Illini
schools in the country, this week is like having a week off. Illinois
seems like a good one to spot- now has undisputed possession of
light the games in the various con- last place. Michigan 22-9.
ferences. This week the Big Ten Indiana went to the Rose Bowl
-*Games seem the most interesting. two years ago, and what a disaster
Ohio State, last year's Big Tenthat was. Indiana games have to be
winners, are ineligible for Post seen to be believed. As the cries
Season play this year, and there- of Punt John Punt grow louder,
fore have no chance to go to the Indiana fortunes sink lower. SomeBig one in Pasadena. They will have how they have managed to win three
*to settle for being number one. As Big Ten games. Make it one more.
for Wisconsin, they may be spoil- The play Iowa. Indiana 33-28.
The remaining game in the Big
ers, but not this week. Ohio State
Ten matches Northwestern and
33-17.
Three teams right now have a Minnesota. I'd rather go blind. But
chance for the Rose Bowl, they are I do have faith.
This next game is the toughest
Purdue, Michigan, and John Pont's
Hoosiers. Of these Purdue has the pick to date. As you may know, I
best chance. They are 3-1 in con- have not picked against The Crimference play and take on a wishy- son or the Tigers yet this year,
washy team from Michigan State, but when they play each other, one

ed at night, but Alabama has the Villanova, a school for Mainmomentum and the coach. But Batna liners, is now 5-1. A record like
has lost twice. A tie would be nice. that deserves some recognition,
Alabama 13-12.
even if the hawk is not dead. HowMississippi, after their stunning ever, Big 5 basketball games are
defeat of LSU takes on Chatta- more interesting that Villanova
nooga. Well, Wadidooda. Chat- Dayton games. Villanova 42-4.
tanooga is working on establishing
The final game is one that I exa big time losing streak, but they pect to see, so it is a shame that
keep breaking down and -winning. I cannot pick it after I see it. The
Mississippi 42-8.
University of Pennsylvania moves
So far, this joke has worked north to take on the Eli at Yale
three times, and once more won't Bowl. As much as my numerous
hurt it, especially since it always friends in Phila will be disappointpicks the game right, Arkansas ed, the Bulldogs seem to have the
will pilaf Rice. Arkansas 35-7. edge for this game. Injuries have
In another game in the lonestar hurt a Penn Team that should have
state, Texas plays Baylor. If Texas captured the Ivy league crown.
is beaten, the Bears will all receive Yale 22-21.

Craig Welch,
Dave Welch,
James Howard

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for
THE COLLEGE MAN

Collegemaster
Representatives

Fidelity Union life Insurance Co.
The Trinity Film Society
presents

When you know
it's for keeps

MURDER, SHE SAID

All your sharing, all your
special memories have
grown into a precious and
enduring love. Happily, these
cherished moments will be
. forever symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name, Keepsake is in
the ring and on the tag, you
are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction, the
engagement diamond is
flawless, of superb color, and
precise modern cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a
choice selection of many
lovely styles. He's listed in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

with
Margeret Rutherford
as
"Miss Marple, the Maiden Sleuth"
Based no a novel by Agatha Christie
Wednesday, Nov. 5
at 10 p.m.

Celebrate Guy Fawkes Day!

Admission 75 cents

CINfcSTUDIO
trinity collegc.hartford.527 3811

Allegheny Airlines
helps you beat
the waiting game..

REGISTERED

And saves you up to 331/3 %.
Allegheny's Young Adult Card lets you fly
whenever you want to (even holidays)
and still get advance reservations.
If you're between 12 and 22,
what are you waiting for?
Stop by any Allegheny ticket
counter and purchase your
Young Adult Card.

to show detu !
omJIOOtoSlOOOO
•Trade-Mark Reg
A H Pond Company I
st 189?

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20 page booklet. " H o w To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
full
bolh
u i color
L ^ Wfolder,
IVIU^,, «
- . . . for
.~. only
- : , •25c.
- ,Also, how can I oDtain
F-69
tne beautiful 44 page Bride's Keepsake Book at naif price/

••"»*..

and
12 page,
o
n d new
new 12
page,

Allegheny Air System
KEEPSAKE D I A M O N D

RINGS, BOX 90,

J320l_J

Consecutive- defeats at the hands
of UMASS, 3-1, and Wesleyan, 2-0,
have dashed the Freshman soccer
team's hopes of finishing with a
winning season. The team now has
a rather disappointing 2-4 record
with only one game left to be played.
At the outset the Frosh looked
like they were going to runallover
their UMASS counterparts. The
Bantams completely dominated the
first half action and held a 12-5
shot advantage going into the third
period. However, as has been the
case a number of times this season, the booters simply could not
capitalize on several good scoring
opportunities. The first half ended
in a 1-1 tie with Trinity's only
score coming in the second period
on a goal by Koro Sallah.
The second half was almost a
completely different story as this
time it was UMASS' turn to dominate play. The Amherst booters
scored after only two minutes of
the second half had elapsed and
were never headed. Trinity suffered a big letdown after this goal
and simply did not play well for the
rest of the game. UMASS was thus
able to add one more third period
goal to make their final advantage
3-1.
Against Wesleyan, on the other
hand, Trinity just could not seem
to get anything going. Wesleyan entered the game undefeated and did
not waste much time in establishing their superiority. On the whole
they were able to dominate the action and prevent Trinity from
mounting any kind of an offensive
threat. Trinity goalie Frank Farwell turned in a fine game as he
was able to limit Wesleyan to only
two goals.
This Saturday the booters will
close out their season against the
Amherst Frosh. Although a winning season is impossible to a t tain, the team would at least like
to close their campaign on a winning note. In order to win the Bantams must find ' some offensive
power, a problem that has been
plaguing then} for most of the year.
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Gridders Maul Cadets 27-14 To Extend Streak
Saturday was Parents' Day at
the Coast Guard Academy, but it
was a sad bunch of moms and dads
which left New London late that
day as Trinity turned three Cadet
fumbles into touchdowns enroute to
a 27-14 victory over Coast Guard
before 4,500 at Jones Field.
The Bantams, now 3-2-1 including wins in their last three contests, dropped the Cadets to 2-5 on
the season and snapped Coast
Guard's two game winning streak.
The host team tallied in the early
minutes of the contest to take a
brief 7-0 lead when a Bantam loose
ball put the Cadets deep in Trinity
territory.
Defensive tackle Bill Sartorelli
gave the Bants their first break of
the contest near the close of the
opening quarter when he fell on a
loose ball at the New Londoners' 25.
Two plays later Bantam QB Jay
Bernardoni tossed the first of two
touchdown passes to end Whitney
Cook from the 23 for Trinity's first
tally. A bad snap from center ensued, the extra point was missed,
and Coast Guard led, 7-6.
Trinity scored again midway in ^ A FLOCK of dark-shirted Trinity booters compete with several Rhode
the second period when another'
loose ball was pounced upon by Island players for a loose ball. From the looks of it number 21 of
Hiiitopper end Ron Smith, this time Rhode Island won this battle. The Rhodies also won the war, 1-0.
at the Guard's 26. It took four plays
7-27
this time before Bernardoni again, to go the final yards to move Trin Trinity „
7 0 0 7-14
Coast Guard
found Cook from the 13 to put the to a 20-7 edge.
Scoring settled down until midBants on top. Bernardoni ran the
conversion himself to up the score way in the final period. At that SCORING:
time Coast Guard stunned Trinity CG- Pike (8 pass from Goodwin),
to 14-7.
with an 80 yard pass play from QB
Silvester kick.
Halftime break seemed to do t.
Cadets little good, as the slippery- Guy Goodwin to Bruce Platz, thus Trin- Cook (23 pass from Bernardoni), kick failed.
fingered team again fumbled late narrowing the Bantam margin to
in the third period, Ej»te Meacham 20-14. The Hilltoppers refused to Trin- Cook (13 .pass from Bernardoni), Bernardoni run.
of the Bants recovered this one fold, however, and on the next
from the Coast Guard 24. Fullback series, Trinity drove 59 yards, with Trin- Harvey (10 run), kick failed.
Rick Harvey took over from there. Dave Kiarsis leading the way and CG- Platz (80 pass from Goodwin),
Silvester kick.
In two plays he powered the ball scoring from the 10 to give Trin
to the Cadet 10 and then proceeded the final 27-14 margin of victory. Trin- Kiarsis (10 run), Keith kick.

Dathmen Lose To URI-Second Season Defeat
by Peter Wiles
All hope for a berth in the
N.C.A.A. Soccer playoff competition was shattered at Trinity on
Thursday, as the home team lost
to the University of Rhode Island
in,a 1-0 contest. The outstanding
impression received by the viewer
was that neither team was really
concerned with the outcome of the
game, despite the fact that Trinity
was constantly on the offensive.
The lethargic pace set during the
first quarter continued throughout
most of the game, with only brief
moments of spirited and aggressive
play. At one time or another during
the game, almost every Trinity
player showed individual "hustle"
or determination but unfortunately,
these spasmodic exhibitions of "desire" never seemed to strike more
than one or two teammates at the
same time. The result was that
Trinity could not organize many
controlled TEAM plays. Thus, the
U.R.I, player had the lax option of
either resting•* or challenging
SOLELY the Trinity ball carrier.
The Bantam's performance gave us
the impression that the individual
player's duty is to perform only
when he possesses the ball.
There can be no doubt that statistically the contest belonged to
Trinity, for U.R.I, was constantly
having to clear the ball from deep
within their territory. The home
team clearly out shot their opponents. Reminiscing the Union fiasco, the forward line was deprived
of several goals by what can only
be called bad luck.
In the first quarter, a low, hard

Machine Rolls On

Frosh Rout Cardinals

shot from extremely close-in by
Alan Gibby, caught the opposing ,
goalie by surprise but brushed the
outside of the left upright.Ron Megna, cutting in from the left wing (
ahead of his man, picked up a fine
lead pass by Marty Williams from
midfield, but delivered his shot
to the abdomen of the stationary
goalie. Despite such "close calls,"
the end of the first quarter came .
with the impression that both teams
were still just "warming up."
The lone tally of the game came
in the second quarter, when U.R.I,
was awarded a DIRECT KICK just
outside the penalty area. The Trinity defense seemed confused as they
slowly lined up in front of the goal.
The shot caught them off-guard as
it rebounded back into the goal
mouth, where a U.R.I, lineman, the
first player to react, pushed the ball
into the nets. Once again the focus
of play shifted back into the defensive area of U.R.I., but the pace of
the game remained uninspired.
The second half saw a slow crescendo in quality of play, in which
the Trinity team seemed to become
more involved as a whole. Coach
Dath substituted more freely, apparently with no pattern, in response to a game with no pattern.
Chico Roumain and Ron Megna aged
the U.R.I, goalie with several close
shots that inevitably sought out the
uprights and rebounded out of play.
At one point Chuck Wright upended
the visiting goalie, who dropped the
ball in the goal mouth for a few
breathless seconds, but once again
an opposing player, reacting first,
cleared it out of danger.
Mustering a commendable final
flurry of offensive attacks, the
Bantams responded to the spectators' enthusiasm, but could not
score. A clear explanation of the
game would be impossible. The
whole experience, one is convinced,
was as baffling to the Trinityplayers as to the viewer.

by Dick Vane
Unleashing a ferocious 500 brought it to the Cardinal 3. On
yard total offensive attack, the first down halfback McCabe slanted
fired up, underdog Trinity Fresh- in behind the bruising block of
men Football team crushed the Captain Gary Stever, and his enpreviously unbeaten, once-scored suing extra point made the score
upon Wesleyan frosh squad 52-13 14-0.
on
the favorite's home field. QuarTrinity scored three more times
-A1**"'""'
, J terback Erich Wolters led the Ban- before the half. Heithoff made an
tams to victory completing six of over the shoulder catch of Wol...
•
• r '". •
.
••>
J
thirteen passes for 186 yards and ters' thirty yard pass for one score,
three touchdowns while fleet half- fullback Bob Coith cruised over
back Gene Coney scored three from the nine following the crunchMARTY WILLIAMS gets a high header off to an awaiting Ron Megna times, one on a 61 yard run off ing blocks of center Burt Cohen
tackle.
and guard Al Hehson, for another
(23) in the Trinity booters' recent win over the University of Hartford.
. It was Trinity's game right from score ana tne ubiquitous Mr. J^oirthe start as the Bantams scored ier intercepted an errant Weslethree times in the first nine min- yan pass and blasted 30 yards to
utes to jump to a lead they never give Trin a 32-0 lead minutes berelinquished. Once again Wolters fore the half. Wesleyan scored
and his favorite receiver, Rick with seven seconds to go in the
Heithoff were brilliant as they con- half when they blocked a McCabe
nected twice for touchdowns of 30 punt and recovered it in the end
and 35 yards.
At the start of this season, head .
zone.
football coach Don Miller and ofTrinity's initial score came on
The second half saw no let up
fensive line coach Terry Herr had
Wolters' first scoring toss, a by the Bantams, as they scored
the unenviable task of rebuilding
screen pass to Coney which cov- three more times. This half feaan offensive squad which had lost
ered 38 yards. Gene was magnifi- tured Coney's 61 yard run, a smash
five linemen due to graduation last
cent on this play, cutting back off left tackle in the final quarter.
year. Although quarterback Jay
against the grain and outsprinting Using the downfield blocks of Bob
Bernardoni andi and halfback .Dave
the defenders into the end zone Ghazey and Bob Thiel, Coney blew
Kiarsis were a powerful combinafor the score. Joe McCabe added past the dazzled Wesleyan section in the backfield, the greenthe extra point.
ondary and down the sideline for
ness of the offensive line produced
The defense,, which was devas- the final score. Heithoff garnered
great uncertainty as to the team's
tating all day, accounted for the another Wolters' bomb, this one
scoring potential. However; the
second score. Attempting to punt for 35 yards and Coney swept left
pre-season skeptics had not reckend for four yards in the third
the Wesleyan kicker was overoned with the likes of Jon Miller.
period to offset a Wesleyan score
whelmed by four Bantams, one of
Miller, a 205 pound junior guard
which
blocked
the
ball.
Phil
PolrThe freshmen team now 3-1,
Jon Miller
from Wilmington, Delaware and no
ier picked up the loose pigskin and has scored 111 points in its last
relation to Coach Miller, has won for pound the best lineman on the
two games, and its 314 rushing
Bantam linerrian-of-the-week hon- team. He. is an excellent pulling- Although injured most of last sea- yards against Wesleyan was its
ors for three of. Trinity's first, and trapping- guard," Herr con- son, he is now fully recovered and best effort of the season. The
five games and last week was se- tinued, "and is astrongpassblock- has played a major role in sustain- greatly improving squad will face
lected to the ECAC (Eastern Col- er." Miller was quick to return the ing the gridders' 30.3 points/game Amherst, a team which lost the
legiate Athletic Conference) first compliments. "All the credit I get average.
week before to Wesleyan, in the
team, Division II, following his goes to Coach Herr and Coach
Bantam's final game of the seabrilliant performance in.Trinity's Miller," he said, "for the atmosson at home Saturday morning.
37-14 conquest over PMC Col- phere they present and for the in1 2 3 4
leges during Parents' Weekend. spiration they provide. People don't
Trinity
20 12 13 7 52
In .particular, he was cited as realize how much they've done for
0 7 6 0 13
HARVEY WALLBANGER Wesleyan
throwing the key block which en- football at Trinity."
abled Kiarsis to spring loose for
CAN BE MADE
As a freshman Jon played defenScoring:
: a;22 yard TD sprint.
sive end but was converted the folTrin-Coney 38 pass from WolCoach Herr rates Miller "pound lowing year to offensive guard.
ters (McCabe kick)

Jon Miller Recognized
As Lineman of Week

The elements of disorganization
in the U.R.I, game carried over
somewhat into the first-half performance of Saturday's contest,
which saw the Bantams hand the
University of Hartforda 6-0 defeat.
The lone tally of the ininspired first
two periods came on a penalty kick by Alan Gibby. In the third
period Trinity exploded, increasing
their lead to four goals within five
minutes. Gibby boomed in a low
shot from twenty-five yards out,
enticing a vain leap from the opposing goalie. A minute later, Marty
Williams chipped into the center
from the, left wing a lead pass to
Ron Megna, who, catching the ball
on the bounce, arched a shot over
the goalie's up-stretched hands and
under the cross-bar. Chico Roumain, in his usual relaxed "Rou-.,
mainian style," scored an unassist- *,
ed fourth goal. Later in the quarter,
a perfect Marty Williams' corner
kick found first the head of Trinity
forward, Peter Griesinger, and
then the nets.
With the revolving substitution of
the whole bench, the Dathmen continued to pressure their opponents
for the remainder of the game. The
final goal was scored by Barry
Cook, as Chuck Wright, attempting
the first penalty shot of his career
missedl

Trin-McCabe 3 run (McCabe kick) _
Trin-Heithoff 30 pass from Wol-*'
ters (kick Failed)
Trin-Coith 9 run (kick failed)
Trin-Poirier 30 pass interception
(kick failed)
Wes-Meffenbeier recovered blocked punt in end zone (kick good)
Trin-Heithoff 35 pass from Wolters (McCabe kick)
Wes-Neal 4 pass from Judge (kick
failed)
Trin-Coney 4 run (kick failed)
Trin-Coney 61 run (McCabe kick)-'

